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This study introduces a dual-channel supply chain including a supplier and a retailer with capital constraints, in which the retailer
can apply for the trade credit ﬁnancing from the supplier. This work investigates the eﬀects of two typical behaviors, free riding
behavior and consumer switching behavior, on inventory, ordering, and sales eﬀort decisions in decentralized and centralized
decision situations with stochastic demand. In order to achieve the optimal performance in the centralized system, this research
designs a partial buyback contract to coordinate the supply chain. Furthermore, numerical analysis is provided to test the
feasibility of the model. The results indicate that in the dual-channel supply chain with the above two behaviors, (1) the optimal
sales eﬀort level, optimal order quantity, the optimal oﬄine, and online proﬁts under the centralized decision-making are more
than those under decentralized scenario, except for the optimal inventory level; (2) the increase of the oﬄine consumer switching
rate will lead to the reduction of the oﬄine order quantity and the oﬄine expected proﬁt and raise the online inventory level and
the online expected proﬁt; (3) the increase of the online consumer switching rate will raise the oﬄine order quantity and the oﬄine
expected proﬁt but has no signiﬁcant impact on the online inventory level and the online expected proﬁt; (4) the increase of the
free riding coeﬃcient of the supplier, no matter whether in decentralized or centralized systems, will reduce the oﬄine sales eﬀort
level, the oﬄine expected proﬁt, and the online expected proﬁt and raise the inventory level. Finally, this work provides some
managerial implication.

1. Introduction
As important contributors in economy, small- and mediumsized enterprises (SMEs) often confront with the problem of
capital constraints, particularly in the stage of purchasing.
Generally, commercial banks can provide ﬁnancing solutions for SMEs. However, due to the small business scale,
weak business capacity, low credibility, less assets, insuﬃcient collateral, weak comprehensive strength, and other
reasons, SMEs often cannot obtain the credit, and it is
diﬃcult for them to apply for ﬁnancing [1]. Thus, capital
constraints and ﬁnancing diﬃculties have become the main
problems hindering the development of SMEs [2]. Hence,
trade credit ﬁnancing is widely used in real transactions,
which is usually provided by the core ﬁrms in the upstream
of the supply chain [3]. For example, IBM provides short-

term and long-term loans to customers through its whollyowned subsidiary IBM Global Financing to help them to buy
IBM software. Ford, through its wholly-owned subsidiary
credit company, provided wholesale loans to dealers to
purchase vehicles [4].
Furthermore, with the popularity of the new retail
business and the development of e-commerce in the retailing
industry, a growing body of companies, such as Apple, Nike,
and Samsung, not only use traditional oﬄine channels but
sell products directly to customers by opening online
channels as well [5, 6]. The existing dual-channel supply
chain models can be divided into three types. The ﬁrst is led
by strong manufactures mastering core technology, such as
Huawei and Apple in the mobile phone industry, and Intel
and Qualcomm in the equipment manufacturing industry;
the second is controlled by strong retailers, such as
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traditional large retailers represented by Suning and Gome, and
large online retailers represented by Tmall and Jingdong; the
third is vertical equilibrium; that is, manufactures and retailers
have equal power, such as Starbucks and UNIQLO, which
cooperate with Sephora (the global cosmetics retail authority)
[7]. Online channels can help manufacturers reduce costs,
better forecast customer’s demand, and increase revenue [8]. In
the dual-channel supply chain, consumer behavior will have
two main impacts on the decision-making of supply chain
members: consumer switching behavior and free riding across
channels [9, 10]. Since the same product will be sold in online
channel and oﬄine channel, there exists the mutual substitution between two channels. And consumers will turn to the
other channel to purchase products when the one channel is
out of stock [11]. At the same time, with the introduction of
online channels, manufacturers with no sales eﬀorts will indirectly share one part of the increase of sales brought about by
retailers’ sales eﬀorts [12]. Therefore, free riding will hinder
retailers’ sales eﬀorts and aﬀect their promotion strategies [13].
Finally, it is well-known that “the best performance” of
supply chain members will be diﬃcult to achieve without
coordination, which means that the total performance cannot
be best possible although the decisions of both sides are optimal
[14]. Thus, the contract coordination is vital to coordinate and
improve the proﬁts of each partner in dual-channel supply
chains, so as to alleviate the competition between channels and
the pressure of ﬁnancing to a certain extent. Based on our best
knowledge, the existing study has less investigated the impacts
of free riding and consumer switching behavior on the dualchannel supply chain performance with capital constraints.
Hence, this study aims to take free riding and consumer
switching behavior into account, investigates their impacts
on dual-channel supply chain performance, proposes the
ﬁnancing solution for the retailer with the capital constraint,
and designs the contract coordination to help supply chain
members achieve the global optimum.
This research contributes to the study of supply chain ﬁnancing in the ﬁeld of capital-constrained dual-channel supply
chains with stochastic demand, conducts a deep investigation
of two main impacts of consumer switching behavior and free
riding on supply chain performance, and provides some scientiﬁc and reasonable support for decision makers.
The rest of this study is organized as follows. Sections 2 and
3 present the literature review and the problem and model
description, respectively. Section 4, based on trade credit ﬁnancing, free riding, and consumer switching behavior, analyzes the optimal solutions of inventory level, order quantity,
and sales eﬀort level in the decentralized and centralized supply
chains. Section 5 proposes a partial buyback to coordinate the
supply chain. Section 6 tests the feasibility of the model with a
numerical example and provides the sensitivity analysis of the
parameters. Finally, Section 7 concludes this study and puts
forward some managerial implications.

Complexity
2.1. Supply Chain Financing. Supply chain ﬁnancing (SCF)
refers to promoting interorganizational capital ﬂow through
ﬁnancing schemes provided by ﬁnancial institutions, improving the supply chain management of cash ﬂow, and
ensuring the smooth implementation of transaction between
supply chain members. [15]. SCF provides optimal ﬁnancing
conditions and suﬃcient funds, which can raise the supply
chain members’ performance, so as to ensure the long-term
and eﬀective operations of the supply chain [16]. Among
them, bank loan and trade credit have been concerned by
many scholars. A large number of literature studies have
studied the problem that enterprises can ease the capital
constraints through bank loans [17–21]. Among them, Dada
and Hu [18] studied a newsboy model in which retailers with
capital constraints can apply for ﬁnancing through banks.
Feng et al. [20] researched the optimal ordering strategy of
the buyer under the bank ﬁnancing and found that the
buyer’s order quantity and proﬁt would raise with the increase of bank loan quota. Yan et al. [21] considered that the
manufacturer provided credit guarantee for the retailer,
investigated the inﬂuence of bank loan on retailer ﬁnancing
equilibrium and coordination. Trade credit is a kind of credit
provided by the upstream enterprises to the downstream
ﬁrms. By charging the loan interest, the downstream ﬁrms
can purchase the product from the upstream enterprises in
the case of delayed payment and pay back with the sales
proﬁt in the end of the sales cycle. Some scholars pointed out
that retailers prefer trade credit than bank loans because of
lower interest rates. For instance, Kouvelis and Zhao [22]
found that, if providing an optimal structure of trade credit,
retailers always preferred trade credit rather than bank ﬁnancing, because risk neutral suppliers would always provide ﬁnancing solutions for retailers with interest rate at
most risk-free interest rate. Hua et al. [4] investigated a
capital-constrained retailer ordering decision from suppliers
through option contract by establishing a Stackelberg game
model, and the retailer could apply for bank loans or trade
credit ﬁnancing from suppliers if needed. They also analyzed
the ﬁnancing problems in the supply chain and found that
the retailer always tended to obtain ﬁnancing from the
supplier because of the low interest rate. Some scholars also
claimed that, compared with bank loans, trade credit can
reduce the double marginalization by risk sharing [23–25].
Among them, Jing and Seidmann [23] showed that trade
credit, compared with bank loans, was more eﬀective to
alleviate double marginalization when the production cost
was relatively low, because manufacturers and retailers
shared the risk of low demand. Yang and Birge [25] suggested that trade credit enabled to raise the eﬃciency of the
supply chain by sharing demand risk between retailers and
suppliers. It can be found that most of the existing studies on
SCF focused more on single-channel supply chains and less
on dual-channel supply chains which consist of retailer’s
oﬄine channel and supplier’s online channel.

2. Literature Review
In this section, the literature studies on supply chain ﬁnancing, dual-channel supply chain, free riding, and supply
chain coordination will be reviewed, respectively.

2.2. Dual-Channel Supply Chain. As the rapid development
of e-commerce, the dual-channel supply chain has become
one popular research topic in the last decade. It makes easier
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for many manufacturers to carry on online direct sales [5].
Most of researchers have studied the eﬀect of pricing decisions on dual-channel supply chain. For instance, Chen
et al. [26] considered manufacturer as the leader of Stackelberg game and retailer as the follower, studied the pricing
decision and coordination by developing dual-channel
supply chain model. Ma et al. [27] researched the pricing
decision of dual-channel closed-loop supply chain by considering the government consumption subsidies and consumer channel preferences. Ding et al. [28] investigated the
decision-making process of hierarchical pricing in diﬀerent
channel models and obtained the joint optimization strategy
of oﬄine retailer’s sales price, online manufacturer’s sales
price, and wholesale price. Dai et al. [29] investigated the
impact of retailers’ fair concerning on the pricing decisions
of the manufacture and the retailer by establishing the dualchannel supply chain model. Wang et al. [30] considered the
sales eﬀort and third-party product recovery, researched the
optimal pricing of retail channel and direct channel of the
dual-channel supply chain. Xu et al. [31] investigated the
pricing decision and channel strategy of dual-channel supply
chain under the manufacture had condition of suﬃcient and
insuﬃcient funds. Qin et al. [8] discussed the impact of a
trade credit policy (delayed payment) on pricing decisions
and alleviating conﬂicts arising on a dual-channel supply
chain including one value-added retailer and one manufacturer and. In addition, inventory and ordering decisions
are also one of the important problems for the supply chain
members’ decision. In contrast, few researchers have
researched the inventory and ordering decisions in dualchannel supply chain. Among them, due to the mutual
substitution of the same product between the two channels,
customers usually switch to one channel to purchase when
the other channel is out of stock, which leads to some studies
on the problem of consumer switching behavior. For example, Chiang and Monahan [32] assumed that the demand
was stochastic and developed a two-stage dual-channel
inventory model, studied the inventory level decisions and
control strategy where there was a shortage substitution
between two diﬀerent channels. Boyaci [33] established a
newsboy model to analyze the optimal inventory decisions
and revenues by considering the impact of consumer
switching behavior. Geng and Mallik [34] considered the
supplier’s capacity shortage and investigated how the capacity constraint aﬀected the manufacturer’s optimal inventory allocation strategy, the retailer’s order decision, and
the equilibrium of the game under the consumer switching
behavior and inventory competition. Yang et al. [35] studied
the inﬂuence of delivery lead time and consumer switching
behavior on the inventory decisions under the decentralized
and centralized scenarios, discussed the inventory competition between online and oﬄine channels, and found that at
least one member would be overstocked in the decentralized
system. Most of the above studies on the dual-channel
supply chain assumed that members have no capital constraint and mainly focused on pricing decision if cash ﬂow is
limited. However, in real business, retailers, as the downstream SMEs in the supply chain, often face the problem of
capital constraints. Hence, this work considers the retailer
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has shortage of capital, and combining with SCF, the inventory and ordering decisions in dual-channel supply
chains are studied.
2.3. Free Riding. For another, there usually exists the free
riding behavior based on sales eﬀort in dual-channel supply
chains [13]. When the oﬄine retailers carry out various
promotion activities (such as advertising and product experience), consumers can ﬁrst enjoy the product brought by
the promotion eﬀect of oﬄine retailing stores and then buy
the product at a lower price by switching to online channels.
Van Baal and Dach [36] found that in dual-channel supply
chains, more than 20% of consumers have free riding behavior. He et al. [37] developed a dual-channel closed-loop
supply chain and investigated the impact of free riding on
carbon emissions in a product’s life cycle. Zhou et al. [12]
considered a two-echelon supply chain that manufacturers
sold products through online and oﬄine channels, in which
retailers provided some presale service to customers, and
researched the inﬂuence of free riding on pricing decision,
service strategies, and proﬁts of manufacturers and retailers
based on consistent and inconsistent pricing. Chen and
Chen [38] investigated the impact of free riding behavior on
price matching strategy of physical retailers by developing a
duopoly game using the Hotelling model. Zhang et al. [39]
considered the supply chain including two kinds of manufacturers (i.e., free riding and green innovation), established a diﬀerential game model, and researched the
dynamics of green innovation. Yan et al. [40] considered an
online ﬁnancing service for suppliers with capital constraint
could be provided by an e-commerce platform and studied
the eﬀects of online ﬁnancing and free riding on sales eﬀort,
optimal pricing, and order quantity. Thus, this study
combines the free riding behavior with consumer switching
behavior in the dual-channel supply chain.
2.4. Supply Chain Coordination. It is well known that the
centralized decision can lead to the global optimum of the
supply chain performance, but it does not provide speciﬁc
proﬁt allocation mechanisms. Hence, coordination mechanism is introduced to help each member in the supply chain
with global optimum proﬁt achieve Pareto-optimal. There
exists some classic literature focusing on quantity discount,
revenue sharing, buyback, quantity ﬂexibility, eﬀort cost
sharing, and other contracts to coordinate supply chain
[41–45]. After that, many scholars coordinate the supply
chain by developing diﬀerent contracts for speciﬁc situations. Among them, Xie et al. [46] proposed a bilateral
buyback contracted to coordinate an intermodal transport
system including one liner ﬁrm at a seaport and one railway
transport ﬁrm at a dry port. Zhong et al. [47] analyzed the
impact of revenue sharing contract on a three-stage logistics
service supply chain, which composed of terminal distributors, express delivery companies, and e-commerce malls,
and found that the contract could raise all members’ proﬁt,
so as to get win-win situation. Xie et al. [48] investigated the
impact of relative bargaining power and income uncertainty
on the performance of buyback contract by developing a
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two-echelon supply chain including one seller and one buyer
and considered that the buyer had uncertain demand and
income. Zhong et al. [49] researched the coordination eﬀect
of unit delivery price, cost sharing, and revenue sharing
contracts in the three semicentralized alliances by developing a three-stage supply chain composed of express
company, e-commerce mall, and terminal distribution
service provider based on Stackelberg game theory. Table 1
lists some key-related literature so as to illustrate the innovation and contribution of this work.
In summary, most of the existing studies mainly focused
on single-channel supply chains, or dual-channel supply
chains with suﬃcient funds, and less investigated the cases
with capital constraints. Furthermore, in the dual-channel
supply chains, most of research studies focus more on
members’ pricing decisions and less on inventory and ordering decisions. And there is little research taking into
account the two main behaviors: consumer switching behavior and free riding behavior, and we discussed their
inﬂuence on the optimal inventory level and ordering
decisions.
Hence, this study considers consumer switching behavior and free riding behavior in a dual-channel supply
chain, where the supplier sells directly through its own
online channel and oﬄine retailer channel. Furthermore, it
investigates their impacts on the sales eﬀort level of the
retailer, ordering quantity and the supplier’ inventory decisions with constrained capitals under the stochastic
demand.

3. Problem and Model Description
3.1. Problem Description. This work considers a dualchannel supply chain system including a risk neutral retailer
and a risk neutral supplier. The retailer and the supplier sell
the same type of product through their own oﬄine and
online channel. At the beginning of the sales cycle, the
retailer, as an SME in the downstream of the supply chain,
has capital constraint. Its initial capital is enough to cover the
cost of sales eﬀort, but not suﬃcient to cover all purchasing
cost. In this case, the supplier, as the core enterprise of
supply chain, has enough capital and can provide trade
credit ﬁnancing solutions for the retailer through its own
ﬁnancial subsidiary corporation. Thus, the retailer can use
ﬁnancing capital to continuously purchase products from
the supplier, which is not allowed to be used for another
project investment [4]. At the end of the sales period, the
retailer and the supplier deal with the unsold products at the
residual price, respectively, and the retailer needs to repay
the loan and ﬁnancing interest to the supplier. Meanwhile,
the problem considers the possibility of the retailer bankruptcy; that is, the retailer’s sales proﬁt may insuﬃcient to
pay all the loan and ﬁnancing interest (Figure 1).
Furthermore, this study considers the inﬂuence of “free
riding” behavior and consumer switching behavior on the
supply chain decision and aims to maximize total supply
chain performance. The feasibility of the model will be tested
in the numerical analysis in Section 6.

Complexity
Finally, the problem assumes that the order quantity and
inventory level decisions are short-term strategies, and the
sales eﬀort level is a long-term strategy. Therefore, the sales
eﬀort decision should be determined before the inventory
level and order quantity decisions. Under the decentralized
decision, the retailer sets the sales eﬀort level at ﬁrst. Then,
the supplier and the retailer make inventory level and order
quantity decisions simultaneously (the Stackelberg game
sequence). Under the centralized dual-channel supply chain,
referring to Hua et al [6] and Yang et al. [35], this work uses
the two-stage optimization to maximize the expected proﬁt.
First, the whole supply chain sets the sales eﬀort level. Then,
it makes inventory level decision and order quantity decision
simultaneously.
3.2. Notation Deﬁnition. To formulate feasible models, some
related notation is deﬁned in Table 2.
3.3. Model Description. At the beginning of the sales cycle,
the retailer has initial capital B, and the supplier provides
credit loans with interest rate of I and wholesale price w
for the retailer. The retailer sets sales eﬀort level e at ﬁrst.
Then, the retailer determines the order quantity Qr and
the supplier decides the inventory level Qs for the online
channel simultaneously. And the retailer will apply for the
ﬁnancing amount L � wQr + R(e) − B where R(e) � ηe2 /2
is the cost of sales eﬀort and η is the cost factor of sales
eﬀort [12, 50]. Then, the supplier produces products for its
own online channel and oﬄine channel at unit cost co and
sells them in its own online channel with the price ps . At
the same time, the retailer buys the product from the
supplier with the wholesale price w and sells the product
to the customer via its oﬄine channel at the retail price pr .
At the end of the sales period, the supplier and the retailer
process the unsold products, respectively, at the price v,
and the retailer has to pay back the loan and ﬁnancing
interest owed by the supplier. This study assumes that all
prices are exogenous [35], and the risk-free interest rate is
0. To ensure the smooth progress of the transaction, this
work also assumes that v < co < w < w(1 + I) < pr , ps . Furthermore, the model sets a critical value of demand z,
which implies that the critical point at the retailer’s sales
proﬁt is enough to cover the supplier’s loan and interest,
i.e.,
z�

wQr + R(e) − B(1 + I) − vQr
.
pr − v

(1)

It means that, the retailer can only use its sales revenue to
pay back when the sales revenue is not enough to repay all
the outstanding loans and ﬁnancing interest; otherwise, it
needs to pay back the amount of L(1 + I) with interest and
principal.
Note that z � 0 if the retailer’s initial capital is suﬃcient.
For another, the trade credits are not used for the retailer if
z > Qr . Then, the retailer applies for trade credit if 0 < z < Qr .
Hence, this study assumes that 0 < z < Qr [51].
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Table 1: List of key-related literature.

Key-related
studies

Decision variables

Financing type

Supplier’s interest rate; retailer’s
ordering; supplier’s option
Trade credit
price
Kouvelis and
Retailer’s ordering; credit
Bank ﬁnancing; trade
Zhao (2012)
guarantee coeﬃcient
credit
Yang and Birge Retailer’s ordering; supplier’s
Bank ﬁnancing; trade
(2018)
whole sale price
credit
Online selling price; wholesale
Dai et al.(2019)
No
price; oﬄine selling price
Online selling price; wholesale
Wang
price; oﬄine selling price;
No
et al.(2020)
collection price
Geng and
Retailer’s ordering;
No
Mallik (2007)
manufacture’s inventory
Delivery lead time; retailer’s
Yang et al.
ordering; manufacture’s
No
(2017)
inventory
Retailer’s sales price;
Zhou et al.
manufacture’s sales price;
No
(2018)
retailer’s service level
Qin et al.
Retailer’s sales price;
Trade credit (delay
(2020)
manufacture’s sales price
payment)
Brick-and-mortar retailer’s
Chen and Chen
sales price; online retailer’s sales
No
(2019)
price
E-commerce platform
Yan et al.
Oﬄine price; online price
ﬁnance
(2020)
Retailer’s ordering quantity and Trade credit (supplier’s
This study
sales eﬀort level; supplier’s
ﬁnancial subsidiary
inventory level
corporation)
Hua et al.
(2019)

To discuss consumer switching behavior and free riding
behavior simultaneously, this research refers to the models
of [11, 33] and establishes demand functions as follows:
Demand for the retailer: Dr � dr + (α − β)e+
Ks (ds + βe − Qs )+
Demand for the supplier: Ds � ds + βe + Kr (dr + (α−
β)e − Qr )+ where ds and dr are initial demands for the
supplier’s online channel and the retailer’s oﬄine channel,
respectively, and they are both independent continuous
random variables. The cumulative function and density
function of ds and dr are G(y) and F(x), and g(y) and
f(x), respectively. α is the elasticity coeﬃcient of market
demand under the given sales eﬀort level; β (0 < β < α) is the
degree of “free riding” behavior, which is used to measure
the proportion of customers who enjoy free oﬄine channel
promotion service but transfer to online channels to purchase products. Kr , Ks are the switching rate of oﬄine
channel and online channel (0 ≤ Kr , Ks < 1), respectively.
That is, when the oﬄine retail channel is out of stock, the
consumer transfers to the online channel with probability
Kr ; when the online channel is out of stock, the consumer
transfers to the oﬄine channel with the probability Ks
(Figure 2). It should be more favorable for the retailer and
the supplier to satisfy the demand in their owned channel.
Hence, the model assumes that (pr − v) > Kr (ps − v) and
(ps − v) > Ks (pr − v) [35].

Channel
type

Contract strategy

Consumer
switching

Free
riding

Oﬄine
channel

Option contract

No

No

Oﬄine
channel
Oﬄine
channel
Dualchannel

Manufacturer’s trade
credit guarantee
Early-payment
discount
Retailers’ fairness
concerns

No

No

No

No

No

No

Dualchannel

No

No

No

Dualchannel

Reverse revenue
sharing

Yes

No

Dualchannel

No

Yes

No

Dualchannel

Service-cost sharing

No

No

Dualchannel

Trade credit contract

No

No

Dualchannel

No

No

No

Dualchannel

No

No

No

Dualchannel

Partial buyback
contract

Yes

Yes

Supplier subsidiary
corporation

Supplier

Trade
credit
Applying for
financing

Repaying the
principal with
interest

Purchasing
product

Retailer

Figure 1: Dual-channel supply chain ﬁnancing and trading
process.

In the next section, the model derivation and analysis
will be illustrated under the decentralized and centralized
systems.

4. Model Analysis
4.1. Dual-Channel Supply Chain Model under the Decentralized Decision-Making. In this subsection, the supplier
and the retailer make decisions so as to maximize their own
proﬁt.
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Table 2: Notation deﬁnition.

Superscripts
Subscripts
Decision variables

Parameters

n ∈ {d, c, u}
m ∈ {r, s}
Qnm
en
zn
pm
Km
η
β
α
co
B
L
v
w
u
I
πnm

dm
Dm
f(x), g(y)
F(x), G(y)

Decentralized (d), centralized (c), partial buyback contract (u)
Retailer (r), supplier (s)
Ordering quantity (r), inventory level (s)
Sales eﬀort level
Critical value of demand
Channel sales price
Consumer switching rate
Cost factor of sales eﬀort
Free riding coeﬃcient of the supplier
Elasticity coeﬃcient of market demand response to the retailer’s sales eﬀort
Production cost
Initial funds of the retailer
Financing amount of the retailer
Residual value
The supplier wholesale price
Partial buyback ratio
Interest rate of trade credit ﬁnancing
Proﬁt under the decentralized system
Proﬁt under the centralized system
Channel primary demands
Channel total demand
Density function of demand
Cumulative density function of demand

Supplier
v
ds

w

Retailer
v
Qs
ps

Ks (ds + βe – Qs)+
Qr
e
pr

Kr (dr + (α – β)e – Qr)+
βe

dr + (α – β)e
Consumer
Demand

Figure 2: Dual-channel supply chain system.

The retailer’s proﬁt is deﬁned as

pr Qr − L(1 + I),
⎪
⎧
⎪
⎨
+
+
Vr � − B + ⎪ pr E min Qr , Dr  + vE Qr − Dr  − E minL(1 + I), pr E min Qr , Dr  + vE Qr − Dr  ,
⎪
⎩
pr Dr + vE Qr − Dr  − E minL(1 + I), pr Dr + vE Qr − Dr ,

if dr +(α − β)e > Qr ,
if 0 < dr +(α − β)e < Qr , ds + βe > Qs ,
if 0 < dr +(α − β)e < Qr , 0 < ds + βe < Qs .

(2)
And the speciﬁc terms of the retailer proﬁt except for − B
are as follows:
(1) The case of dr + (α − β)e > Qr means that the retailer’s oﬄine demand is more than the supply of the

retailer no matter whether there exists demand
transfer from the supplier’s online channel. It implies
that the retailer’s sales proﬁt is suﬃcient to cover all
the outstanding loans and ﬁnancing interest
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L(1 + I). Hence, the retailer’s expected proﬁt expression can be written as
∞

Vr1 � 

Qr − (α− β)e

pr Qr − wQr + R(e) − B(1 + I)f(x)dx.

(3)
(2) The case of 0 < dr + (α − β)e < Qr , ds + βe > Qs
means that the oﬄine demand is less than the supply

of the retailer, but there exists demand transfer from
the supplier’s online channel. In this situation, the
total oﬄine demand of the retailer is more than the
supply of the retailer if Dr > Qr . When Dr < Qr , the
retailer’s sales proﬁt is insuﬃcient to repay L(1 + I) if
Dr < z, and the retailer should pay back the amount
of L(1 + I) if Qr > Dr > z. Therefore, the expected
proﬁt of the retailer under this condition is

(Qr − (α− β)e)/Ks +Qs − βe Qr − (α− β)e− Ks (y+βe− Qs )
Vr2 � 
pr x +(α − β)e + Ks y + βe − Qs f(x)g(y)dx dy

Qs − βe
z− (α− β)e− Ks (y+βe− Qs )
((Qr − (α− β)e)/Ks )+Qs − βe Qr − (α− β)e− Ks (y+βe− Qs )
+
v Qr − x − (α − β)e − Ks y + βe − Qs f(x)g(y)dx dy

Qs − βe
z− (α− β)e− Ks (y+βe− Qs )
((Qr − (α− β)e)/Ks )+Qs − βe Qr − (α− β)e
+

pr Qr f(x)g(y)dx dy
Qs − βe
Qr − (α− β)e− Ks (y+βe− Qs )
((Qr − (α− β)e)/Ks )+Qs − βe Qr − (α− β)e
− 
wQr + R(e) − B(1 + I)f(x)g(y)dx dy.

Qs − βe
z− (α− β)e− Ks (y+βe− Qs )
(3) The case of 0 < dr + (α − β)e < Qr , 0 < ds + βe < Qs
means that the oﬄine demand is less than the supply
of the retailer, and there is no transfer from the
supplier’s online channel. In this case, the total
oﬄine demand for the retailer is more than the

Qs − βe

Vr3 � 

supply of the retailer if Dr > Qr . When Dr < Qr , if
Dr < z, the retailer’s sales proﬁt is not enough to
cover L(1 + I), and the retailer should pay back the
amount of L(1 + I), if Qr > Dr > z. Thus, the expected proﬁt of the retailer is

Qr − (α− β)e

pr (x
z− (α− β)e
Qs − βe Qr − (α− β)e


0

(4)

+


0
Qs − βe

− 

z− (α− β)e
Qr − (α− β)e

v Qr − x − (α − β)ef(x)g(y)dx dy


0

+(α − β)e)f(x)g(y)dx dy

z− (α− β)e

(5)

wQr + R(e) − B(1 + I)f(x)g(y)dx dy.

Finally, the expression of the retailer’s total expected
proﬁt can be taken as follows:

πdr � − B + Vr1 + Vr2 + Vr3
� pr Qr − wQr + R(e) − B(1 + I) − B
Qs − βe

Qr − (α− β)e

− pr Qr 
f(x)g(y)dx dy

0
0
((Qr − (α− β)e)/Ks )+Qs − βe Qr − (α− β)e− Ks (y+βe− Qs )
f(x)g(y)dx dy
− pr Qr 

Qs − βe

0

((Qr − (α− β)e)/Ks )+Qs − βe Qr − (α− β)e− Ks (y+βe− Qs )
+

vQr + pr − v x +(α − β)e + Ks y + βe − Qs f(x)g(y)dx dy
Qs − βe
z− (α− β)e− Ks (y+βe− Qs )
Qs − βe

+
0

Qr − (α− β)e


z− (α− β)e

vQr + pr − v(x +(α − β)e)f(x)g(y)dx dy

+ wQr + R(e) − B(1 + I) 
+ wQr + R(e) − B(1 + I) 

Qs − βe

z− (α− β)e


0

f(x)g(y)dx dy

0
((Qr − (α− β)e)/Ks )+Qs − βe

z− (α− β)e− Ks (y+βe− Qs )


Qs − βe

0

f(x)g(y)dx dy.

(6)
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And the retailer’s expected repayment amount to the
supplier is

Vr4 � wQr + R(e) − B(1 + I)
((Qr − (α− β)e)/Ks )+Qs − βe
+

z− (α− β)e− Ks (y+βe− Qs )

vQr + pr − v x +(α − β)e + Ks y + βe − Qs f(x)g(y)dx dy


Qs − βe

0

Qs − βe

+

z− (α− β)e


0

0

vQr + pr − v(x +(α − β)e)f(x)g(y)dx dy
Qs − βe

− wQr + R(e) − B(1 + I) 


0

0

f(x)g(y)dx dy

((Qr − (α− β)e)/Ks )+Qs − βe
− wQr + R(e) − B(1 + I) 

(7)

z− (α− β)e

z− (α− β)e− Ks (y+βe− Qs )


Qs − βe

0

f(x)g(y)dx dy.

Similarly, the supplier’s proﬁt is deﬁned as

+
⎪
⎧
if ds + βe > Qs ,
ps Qs + E minL(1 + I), pr E min Qr , Dr  + vE Qr − Dr  ,
⎪
⎪
⎨
+
Vs � − co Qr + Qs  + B − R(e) + ⎪ ps E min Qs , Ds  + vE Qs − Ds  + L(1 + I),
if 0 < ds + βe < Qs , dr +(α − β)e > Qr ,
⎪
⎪
⎩ p D + vE Q − D  + E minL(1 + I), p D + vE Q − D , if 0 < d + βe < Q , 0 < d +(α − β)e < Q .
s s
s
s
r r
r
r
s
s
r
r

(8)
And the speciﬁc terms of the supplier proﬁt function
except for − co (Qr + Qs ) + B − R(e) and Vr4 are as follows:
(1) The case of ds + βe > Qs means that the online demand of the supplier is more than the supply of the
supplier whether or not there exists demand transfer
from the oﬄine channel. Thus, under this condition,
the supplier’s expected proﬁt expression is
∞

Vs1 � 

Qs − βe

ps Qs g(y)dy.

(9)

(2) The case of 0 < ds + βe < Qs , dr + (α − β)e > Qr
means that the online demand of the supplier is less
than its supply, but there exists demand transfer
from the retailer’s oﬄine channel. In this case, the
total online demand of the supplier is less than the
supply of the supplier if Ds < Qs . If Ds > Qs , the total
online demand of the supplier is more than the
supply of the supplier. Hence, the supplier’s expected
proﬁt expression is

((Qs − βe)/Kr )+Qr − (α− β)e Qs − βe− Kr (x+(α− β)e− Qr )
Vs2 � 
ps y + βe + Kr x +(α − β)e − Qr g(y)f(x)dy dx

Qr − (α− β)e

0

((Qs − βe)/Kr )+Qr − (α− β)e Qs − βe− Kr (x+(α− β)e− Qr )
v Qs − y − βe − Kr x +(α − β)e − Qr g(y)f(x)dy dx
+

Qr − (α− β)e

((Qs − βe)/Kr )+Qr − (α− β)e Qs − βe
+

Qr − (α− β)e

(10)

0

Qs − βe− Kr (x+(α− β)e− Qr )

ps Qs g(y)f(x)dy dx.

(3) The case of 0 < ds + βe < Qs , 0 < dr + (α − β)e < Qr
means that the online demand of the supplier is less
than its supply, and there is no transfer from the
retailer’s oﬄine channel. In this case, the total online

demand of the supplier is less than the supply of the
supplier if Ds < Qs . If Ds > Qs , the total online demand
of the supplier is more than the supply of the supplier.
Thus, the supplier’s expected proﬁt expression is
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Qr − (α− β)e

Vs3 � 

Finally, the expression of the supplier’s total expected
proﬁt can be as follows:

Qs − βe

ps (y + βe)g(y)f(x)dy dx


0

0
Qr − (α− β)e

+

Qs − βe

v Qs − y − βeg(y)f(x)dy dx.


0

0

(11)

π ds � − co Qr + Qs  + B − R(e) + Vs1 + Vs2 + Vs3 + Vr4
� ps Qs + wQr + R(e) − B(1 + I) − co Qr + Qs  + B − R(e)
Qr − (α− β)e

− ps − v 

Qs − βe

Qs − y − βeg(y)f(x)dy dx


0

0

((Qs − βe)/Kr )+Qr − (α− β)e
− ps − v 

Qs − βe− Kr (x+(α− β)e− Qr )


Qr − (α− β)e

0

((Qr − (α− β)e)/Ks )+Qs − βe
+

z− (α− β)e− Ks (y+βe− Qs )

vQr + pr − v x +(α − β)e + Ks y + βe − Qs g(y)f(x)dy dx


Qs − βe
Qs − βe

0

0

(12)

z− (α− β)e



+

Qs − y − βe − Kr x +(α − β)e − Qr g(y)f(x)dy dx

0

vQr + pr − v(x +(α − β)e)g(y)f(x)dy dx
Qs − βe

− wQr + R(e) − B(1 + I) 

z− (α− β)e

g(y)f(x)dy dx



0

0

((Qr − (α− β)e)/Ks )+Qs − βe z− (α− β)e− Ks (y+βe− Qs )
− wQr + R(e) − B(1 + I) 
g(y)f(x)dy dx.

Qs − βe

0

In the following, the optimal solutions of the retailer and
the supplier in the decentralized system will be analyzed by
using the reverse derivation method. Firstly, for a given sales
eﬀort level of the retailer, the retailer’s optimal order
quantity and the supplier’s optimal inventory level can be

Fdr �

obtained. Then, the conditions of the retailer’s optimal sales
eﬀort level are investigated.
With a given sales eﬀort level L(1 + I), the ﬁrst-order
partial derivatives of the retailer Qdr and the supplier Qds are
as follows:

Qs − βe Qr − (α− β)e
zπdr
� pr − w(1 + I) − pr 
f(x)g(y)dx dy

zQr
0
0

((Qr − (α− β)e)/Ks )+Qs − βe Qr − (α− β)e− Ks (y+βe− Qs )
− pr 
f(x)g(y)dx dy

Qs − βe

0

((Qr − (α− β)e)/Ks )+Qs − βe Qr − (α− β)e− Ks (y+βe− Qs )
+ v
f(x)g(y)dx dy

Qs − βe
z− (α− β)e− Ks (y+βe− Qs )
Qs − βe

+ v
0

Qr − (α− β)e

f(x)g(y)dx dy


z− (α− β)e
Qs − βe

+ w(1 + I) 
0

z− (α− β)e


0

f(x)g(y)dx dy

((Qr − (α− β)e)/Ks )+Qs − βe z− (α− β)e− Ks (y+βe− Qs )
f(x)g(y)dx dy
+ w(1 + I) 

Qs − βe

0

� 0.
(13)
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Fds �

zπds
� ps − co
zQs
Qr − (α− β)e

− ps − v

Qs − βe

g(y)f(x)dy dx


0

0

((Qs − βe)/Kr )+Qr − (α− β)e Qs − βe− Kr (x+(α− β)e− Qr )
g(y)f(x)dy dx
+

Qr − (α− β)e

(14)

0

((Qr − (α− β)e)/Ks )+Qs − βe z− (α− β)e− Ks (y+βe− Qs )
g(y)f(x)dy dx
− pr − vKs 

Qs − βe

0

� 0.
Proposition 1. Under the decentralized decision, for any
given sales eﬀort level e, if (pr − v)Ks > w(1 + I) − v, the
supplier’s expected proﬁt πs and the retailer’s expected proﬁt
πr are strictly jointly concave in Qs and Qr .
The proofs of Proposition 1, and the following propositions and lemmas are presented in Appendix. Proposition 1
proves that for any given sales eﬀort level e, the optimal values
of Qs and Qr can be found by using the ﬁrst-order conditions.
Proposition 2. The optimal sales eﬀort level of the retailer in
the decentralized scenario satisﬁes the following equation:
zπdr dQr (e) zπdr dQs (e) zπdr
� 0.
+
+
zQr de
zQs de
ze

(15)

Among them,
 d
 zF
 r
 ze
dQr (e)
1 
� − 
de
J  d
 zF
 s
 ze


zFdr 

zQs 
2 d
2 d
2 d
2 d
 � − 1  z πr z πs − z πr z πs ,

J zQr ze zQ2s zQr zQs zQs ze

zFds 

zQ 
s

 d
 zF
 r

dQs (e)
1  zQr
� − 
de
J  zFd
 s

zQr


zFdr 

ze 
1 z2 πd z2 πds
z2 πdr z2 πds
 � −  2r
−
.

J zQr zQs ze zQr ze zQs zQr
zFds 

ze 

(16)
In the end, according to Proposition 1, the expressions of Qdr (e) and Qds (e) can be obtained by integrating
formulas (13) and (14) and then be taken into formula
(15) based on Proposition 2, so as to get ed∗ . Finally, Qdr ∗
and Qds ∗ can be derived by taking ed∗ into Qdr (e) and
Qds (e).

4.2. Dual-Channel Supply Chain Model under the Centralized
Decision-Making. In the centralized system, supply chain
members make decisions with the goal of optimal overall
proﬁt.
Hence, the overall expected proﬁt of supply chain in the
centralized system is

Complexity
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 � πdr + πds
� pr − co Qr + ps − co Qs −
Qs − βe

− p r − v 

ηe2
2

Qr − (α− β)e

Qr − x − (α − β)ef(x)g(y)dx dy


0

0

Qr − (α− β)e

− p s − v 

0

Qs − y − βeg(y)f(x)dy dx

0

((Qr − (α− β)e)/Ks )+Qs − βe
− p r − v 

(17)

Qs − βe



Qr − (α− β)e− Ks (y+βe− Qs )

Qr − x − (α − β)e − Ks y + βe − Qs f(x)g(y)dx dy


Qs − βe

0

((Qs − βe)/Kr )+Qr − (α− β)e Qs − βe− Kr (x+(α− β)e− Qr )
Qs − y − βe − Kr x +(α − β)e − Qr g(y)f(x)dy dx.
− p s − v 

Qr − (α− β)e

0

Under the centralized decision, with the given sales eﬀort
level ec , the ﬁrst-order partial derivatives of the overall proﬁt
of the supply chain with respect to Qcr and Qcs are as follows:

Fcr �

z
� pr − co
zQr
Qs − βe

− p r − v  

((Qr − (α− β)e)/Ks )+Qs − βe

Qr − (α− β)e

f(x)g(y)dx dy + 



0

0

((Qs − βe)/Kr )+Qr − (α− β)e
− Kr p s − v  

Qs − βe

f(x)g(y)dx dy

0

(18)

Qs − βe− Kr (x+(α− β)e− Qr )

g(y)f(x)dy dx


Qr − (α− β)e

Qr − (α− β)e− Ks (y+βe− Qs )



0

� 0,
Fcs �

z
� ps − co
zQs
Qr − (α− β)e

− ps − v

0

((Qs − βe)/Kr )+Qr − (α− β)e

Qs − βe


0

g(y)f(x)dy dx + 

Qs − βe− Kr (x+(α− β)e− Qr )

g(y)f(x)dy dx


Qr − (α− β)e

0

(19)

((Qr − (α− β)e)/Ks )+Qs − βe Qr − (α− β)e− Ks (y+βe− Qs )
f(x)g(y)dx dy
− Ks p r − v  

Qs − βe

0

� 0.
z  dQr (e) z  dQs (e) z 
+
+
� 0,
zQr de
zQs de
ze

Proposition 3. Under the centralized decision, the overall
expected proﬁt of centralized dual-channel supply chain  is
jointly concave in Qcr and Qcs , but not jointly concave in Qcr , Qcs
and ec .

dQr (e)
�−
de

1 z 2  z2 
z 2  z2 
−

,
J zQr ze zQ2 zQr zQs zQs ze
s

Proposition 4. The optimal sales eﬀort level of retailer in the
centralized system satisﬁes the following equation:

dQs (e)
�−
de

1 z2  z 2 
z2  z 2 
−
 2
.
J zQ zQs ze zQr ze zQs zQr
r

(20)
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Based on Proposition 4, the following lemmas can be
obtained.
Lemma 1. Both Qcr and Qcs are monotone increasing functions of sales eﬀort coeﬃcient ec under the centralized
decision.
To get more managerial implications, this work assumes
that the market demand in two channels follow uniform
distribution in the following lemma.
Lemma 2. When the demand is uniformly distributed,
dr ∼ U(0, θ), ds ∼ U(0, θ), the expected proﬁt  of the whole
supply chain is a strict concave function of the retailer’s sales
eﬀort level ec .
Finally, the optimal sales eﬀort level of the retailer can be
obtained by Lemma 2 and can be expressed as
ec∗ � ((pr − co )(α − β) + (ps − co )β)/η. Next, according to
Proposition 3 and Lemma 2, bringing ec∗ into formulas (18)

z�

and (19), the supplier’s optimal inventory level Qcs ∗ and the
retailer’s optimal order quantity Qcr ∗ in the centralized
system can be obtained by combining formulas (18) and (19).
It is known that centralized decision can achieve higher
overall proﬁt of supply chain than decentralized decision,
but it does not provide some mechanism to allocate proﬁt.
Hence, it is fundamental to coordinate the supply chain with
speciﬁc contracts in order to make the members of the dualchannel supply chain reach Pareto optimization.

5. Coordination Contract
This section proposes a coordination contract: the supplier
partially buys back the retailer’s surplus inventory with a
certain proportion (u) at the wholesale price w. And the
coordination method is based on the research of Zhong et al.
[49].
In this case, 0 < u ≤ 1, and the retailer’s critical value of
demand and expected proﬁt of the retailer and the supplier
can be expressed as follows:

wQr + R(e) − B(1 + I) − Qr [(1 − u)v + uw]
,
pr − uw − (1 − u)v

πur � pr Qr − wQr + R(e) − B(1 + I) − B
Qs − βe

− pr Qr 

Qr − (α− β)e



0

0

f(x)g(y)dx dy

((Qr − (α− β)e)/Ks )+Qs − βe Qr − (α− β)e− Ks (y+βe− Qs )
− pr Qr 
f(x)g(y)dx dy

Qs − βe

0

((Qr − (α− β)e)/Ks )+Qs − βe Qr − (α− β)e− Ks (y+βe− Qs )
+

((1 − u)v + uw)Qr + pr − (1 − u)v − uw x +(α − β)e
Qs − βe
z− (α− β)e− Ks (y+βe− Qs )
+ Ks y + βe − Qs f(x)g(y)dx dy
Qs − βe

+
0

Qr − (α− β)e


z− (α− β)e

((1 − u)v + uw)Qr + pr − (1 − u)v − uw(x +(α − β)e)f(x)g(y)dx dy
Qs − βe

+ wQr + R(e) − B(1 + I) 

z− (α− β)e


0

0

f(x)g(y)dx dy

((Qr − (α− β)e)/Ks )+Qs − βe
+ wQr + R(e) − B(1 + I) 

z− (α− β)e− Ks (y+βe− Qs )


Qs − βe

0

f(x)g(y)dx dy,
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� ps Qs + wQr + R(e) − B(1 + I) − co Qr + Qs  + B − R(e)
Qr − (α− β)e

− p s − v 

Qs − βe


0

0

Qs − y − βeg(y)f(x)dy dx

((Qs − βe)/Kr )+Qr − (α− β)e
− p s − v 

Qs − βe− Kr (x+(α− β)e− Qr )



Qr − (α− β)e
((Qr − (α− β)e)/Ks )+Qs − βe

0
z− (α− β)e− Ks (y+βe− Qs )

+



Qs − βe

0

Qs − y − βe − Kr x +(α − β)e − Qr g(y)f(x)dy dx

((1 − u)v + uw)Qr + pr − (1 − u)v − uw x +(α − β)e

+Ks y + βe − Qs f(x)g(y)dx dy
Qs − βe

+
0

z− (α− β)e

((1 − u)v + uw)Qr + pr − (1 − u)v − uw(x +(α − β)e)f(x)g(y)dx dy


0

(21)

((Qr − (α− β)e)/Ks )+Qs − βe Qr − (α− β)e− Ks (y+βe− Qs )
− (uw − uv) 

Qr − x − (α − β)e − Ks y + βe − Qs f(x)g(y)dx dy
Qs − βe
Qs − βe

− (uw − uv) 

0

Qr − (α− β)e


0

0

Qr − x − (α − β)ef(x)g(y)dx dy
Qs − βe

− wQr + R(e) − B(1 + I) 

z− (α− β)e



0

f(x)g(y)dx dy

0
((Qr − (α− β)e)/Ks )+Qs − βe

− wQr + R(e) − B(1 + I) 

z− (α− β)e− Ks (y+βe− Qs )


Qs − βe

0

For the purpose of achieving coordination, the following
conditions should be satisﬁed:
c∗
u
c∗ c∗
c∗
c∗ c∗
πur Qc∗
r , e  + π s Qs , e  �  Qr , Qs , e ,
c∗
d
d∗ d∗
πur Qc∗
r , e  ≥ π r Qr , e ,
c∗
d
d∗ d∗
πus Qc∗
s , e  ≥ π s Qs , e ,

(22)

zu ≥ 0.
Finally, the range of u can be obtained. Similarly, if the
value of u is greater than 1, it means that the supply chain
cannot be coordinated by a single partial buyback contract,
and it needs to be coordinated with other contracts.
However, the next numerical analysis shows that a single
partial buyback contract can coordinate the dual-channel
supply chain system.

6. Numerical Analysis
Referring to Yang et al. [33], the related parameters are
assigned as follows: the potential market size of traditional
retail channel and online channel is uniformly distributed,
dr ∼ U(0, θ), ds ∼ U(0, θ). Retailer’s initial capital is
B � $50,000. Trade credit rate I � 0.05. Unit product price of
traditional retail channel pr � $650. Unit product price of
online channel ps � $645. Supplier’s unit production cost
co � $350. The wholesale price of supplier’s unit product
w � $480. The residual value of remaining inventory
v � $200. Elasticity coeﬃcient of market demand to sales
eﬀort level of oﬄine channel α � 20. Cost coeﬃcient of sales
eﬀort η � 1000. Supplier free riding coeﬃcient β � 10.
Consumer switching rate of the retailer’s oﬄine channel
Kr � 0.2. Consumer switching rate of the supplier’s online
channels Ks � 0.2. In this case, according to Proposition 1, it
holds for |J| � (z2 πdr /zQ2r )(z2 πds /zQ2s ) − (z2 πdr /zQr zQs )
(z2 πds /zQs zQr ) > 0. That is, for any given sales eﬀort level ed ,

f(x)g(y)dx dy.

the supplier’s total expected proﬁt πds and the retailer’s total
expected proﬁt πdr are jointly concave in Qds and Qdr .
Hence, based on the above theoretical analysis, the
optimal order quantities in the decentralized and centralized
systems are Qdr ∗ � 348.1519 and Qcr ∗ � 569.5954; the corresponding optimal inventory levels are Qds ∗ � 566.2159 and
Qcs ∗ � 564.5006; the corresponding optimal sales eﬀort levels
are ed∗ � 1.3905 and ec∗ � 5.95; the corresponding optimal
expected proﬁt is πdr � $25087.16 and πds � $138395.26, and
the optimal total expected proﬁt is  � $181434.60.

6.1. Sensitivity Analysis. Referring to [33, 35] and combining
with the innovation points of this study, this section mainly
investigates the impacts of the supplier’s wholesale price,
oﬄine sales price, online sales price, consumer switching
rate, and free riding on the optimal sales eﬀort level, the
optimal order quantity, the optimal inventory level, the
optimal expected proﬁt of the retailer and the supplier in the
decentralized system, and the optimal total expected proﬁt,
respectively.
Table 3 shows that (1) with the increase of the supplier’s
wholesale pricew, the optimal sales eﬀort level ed∗ , the
optimal order quantity Qdr ∗ , and the expected oﬄine retailer
proﬁt πdr under the decentralized decision-making will decrease, while the optimal inventory level Qds ∗ and expected
online supplier proﬁt πds will increase; (2) for a given
wholesale price w, the optimal total expected proﬁt, the
optimal sales eﬀort level, and the optimal order quantity in
the centralized system are all superior to those in the
decentralized system; and (3) with the increase of the whole
sale pricew, the optimal online inventory level Qds ∗ under
the decentralized scenario will raise gradually and exceed the
optimal inventory level Qcs ∗ under the centralized scenario.
From Table 4, it can be found that (1) under the
decentralized decision-making, with the increase of oﬄine
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sales price pr , the optimal sales eﬀort ed∗ , the optimal order
quantity Qdr ∗ , the expected oﬄine retailer proﬁt πdr , and the
optimal online supplier proﬁt Qds ∗ will increase, while the
optimal inventory level decreases; (2) under centralized
decision-making, with the increase of oﬄine sales price pr ,
the optimal order quantity Qcr ∗ , the optimal sales eﬀort level
ec∗ , and total expected supply chain proﬁt will rise gradually,
while the inventory level Qcs ∗ decreases; and (3) For a given
oﬄine sales price pr , the total expected supply chain proﬁt,
the optimal sales eﬀort level, and the optimal order quantity
in centralized system are all more than those in decentralized
system, while the optimal inventory level in centralized
system is less than that in the decentralized system.
It can be observed from Table 5 that (1) with the raise of
the online sales price ps in the decentralized system, the
optimal order quantity Qdr ∗ and the optimal oﬄine proﬁt πdr
will reduce slightly, while the optimal inventory level Qds ∗
and the optimal online expected proﬁt πds will increase; (2)
with the raise of the online sales price ps in the centralized
system, the optimal sales eﬀort level ec∗ , the optimal inventory level Qcs ∗ , and total expect proﬁt  will increase,
while the optimal oﬄine order quantity Qcr ∗ decreases; and
(3) for a given online sales price ps , the total expected supply
chain proﬁt, the optimal sales eﬀort level, and the optimal
order quantity under the centralized decision-making are all
higher than those under the decentralized decision-making,
while the optimal online inventory level Qcs ∗ under the
centralized decision-making is less than Qds ∗ under the
decentralized decision-making.
Table 6 suggests that (1) in the decentralized system, with
the increase of Kr , the optimal order quantity Qdr ∗ , and the
optimal oﬄine proﬁt πdr will decrease slightly, while the
optimal inventory level Qds ∗ and the optimal online proﬁt πds
will increase; (2) in the centralized system, with the increase
of Kr , the optimal online inventory level Qcs ∗ and the total
expected supply chain proﬁt  will increase, while the
optimal oﬄine inventory Qcr ∗ will decrease; and (3) for a
given oﬄine consumer switching rate Kr , the total expected
supply chain proﬁt, the optimal sales eﬀort level, the optimal
order quantity, and the optimal inventory level in the
centralized supply chain are all higher than those in the
decentralized supply chain.
It can be concluded from Table 7 that (1) with the raise of
Ks in the decentralized supply chain, the optimal order
quantity Qdr ∗ , the optimal oﬄine proﬁt πdr , and the optimal
online proﬁt πds all increase; (2) with the raise of Ks in the
centralized supply chain, the optimal order quantity Qcr ∗
and the total expected supply chain proﬁt both increase, but
the optimal inventory level Qcs ∗ decreases; and (3) for a given
online consumer switching rate Ks , the total expected supply
chain proﬁt, the optimal sales eﬀort level, and the optimal
order quantity under the centralized decision-making are all
higher than those under the decentralized decision-making,
while the optimal online inventory level Qc∗
under the
s
centralized decision-making is less than Qd∗
under
the
s
decentralized decision-making.
Table 8 demonstrates that (1) under the decentralized
scenario, with the increase of free riding β, the optimal order
d∗
quantity Qd∗
r , the optimal sales eﬀort level e , the optimal
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oﬄine proﬁt πdr and the optimal online proﬁt πds will decrease, while the optimal online inventory level Qds ∗ will
increase; (2) under the centralized scenario, with the increase of β, the optimal sales eﬀort level ec∗ , the optimal
order quantity Qcr ∗ , and the total expected supply chain
proﬁt will decrease, while the optimal online inventory level
Qcs ∗ will increase; and (3) for a given free riding coeﬃcient β,
the total expected supply chain proﬁt, the optimal sales eﬀort
level, and the optimal order quantity under the centralized
are more than those under the decentralized scenario.
6.2. Coordination Analysis. It is well known that the centralized decision-making cannot provide a mechanism to
share the total expected proﬁt for each supply chain member.
This subsection develops one partial buyback contract so as
to make the supplier and the retailer achieve the Pareto
optimization. The supplier partially buys back the retailer’s
surplus inventory according to a certain proportion (u) at
the wholesale price w.
To achieve the coordination, the following constraints
should be satisﬁed:
πur Qcr ∗ , ec∗  + πus Qcs ∗ , ec∗  �  Qcr ∗ , Qcs ∗ , ec∗ ,
πur Qcr ∗ , ec∗  ≥ π dr Qdr ∗ , ed∗ ,
πus Qcs ∗ , ec∗  ≥ π ds Qds ∗ , ed∗ ,

(23)

zu ≥ 0.
Hence, it is easy to obtain that 0.622426 < u < 0.873072.
Table 9 lists the oﬄine retailer and online supplier expected
proﬁts with some values of partial buyback rate u, and
Figure 3 shows the impact of u on the change rate of the
oﬄine and online proﬁts.
It can be seen that the increase of the supplier’s partial
buyback rate u will raise the growth rate of the oﬄine retailer’s proﬁt and reduce the growth rate of the online
supplier’s proﬁt. Hence, the partial buyback contract can
stimulate the oﬄine retailer to cooperate with the online
supplier. The ﬁnal value of partial buyback rate depends on
their agreement.

7. Conclusion and Managerial Implications
This study develops a dual-channel supply chain model,
which includes an online supplier with suﬃcient funds and
an oﬄine retailer with capital constraints, and the supplier
provides trade credit ﬁnancing to the retailer. Based on it,
this work investigates the inﬂuence of “free riding” behavior
and consumer switching behavior on the retailer’s ordering
decision and the supplier’s inventory decision with the
stochastic demand. Subsequently, this research analyzes the
impacts of the supplier’s wholesale price, online and oﬄine
sales prices, consumer switching behavior, and free riding
behavior on sales eﬀort level, inventory level, order quantity,
and the oﬄine and the online proﬁts under the decentralized
and centralized decision-making, respectively. Then, it analyzes the optimal sales eﬀort level, the optimal inventory
level, and optimal order quantity, and the optimal oﬄine and
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Table 3: Sensitivity analysis of wholesale price w.

w

ed∗

ec∗

Qdr ∗

Qcr ∗

Qds ∗

Qcs ∗

πdr

πds



500
480
460
440
420
400

1.19
1.39
1.59
1.79
1.99
2.19

5.95
5.95
5.95
5.95
5.95
5.95

302.02
348.15
387.48
422.64
455.25
486.38

569.60
569.60
569.60
569.60
569.60
569.60

570.65
566.22
563.52
561.97
561.24
561.12

564.50
564.50
564.50
564.50
564.50
564.50

18990.23
25087.16
31861.89
39269.87
47304.32
55981.77

139354.81
138395.29
135332.49
130711.38
124796.02
117705.30

181434.60
181434.60
181434.60
181434.60
181434.60
181434.60

Table 4: Sensitivity analysis of oﬄine retailer channel sales price pr .
pr

ed∗

ec∗

Qdr ∗

Qcr ∗

Qds ∗

Qcs ∗

πdr

πds



660
650
640
630
620
610
600

1.49
1.39
1.30
1.20
1.10
1.01
0.91

6.05
5.95
5.85
5.75
5.65
5.55
5.45

364.37
348.15
330.13
309.89
286.89
260.37
229.26

578.28
569.60
560.52
551.01
541.04
530.57
519.54

564.79
566.22
567.99
570.20
572.96
576.44
580.89

563.31
564.50
565.72
566.98
568.28
569.64
571.05

27877.33
25087.16
22387.88
19793.62
17323.13
15001.85
12865.41

140186.00
138395.29
136437.34
134261.27
131793.97
128927.26
125495.33

185590.93
181434.60
177318.86
173246.10
169218.92
165240.27
161313.40

Table 5: Sensitivity analysis of online sales price ps .
ps

ed∗

ec∗

Qdr ∗

Qcr ∗

Qds ∗

Qcs ∗

πdr

πds



655
645
635
625
615
605
595

1.39
1.39
1.39
1.39
1.39
1.39
1.39

6.05
5.95
5.85
5.75
5.65
5.55
5.45

347.93
348.15
348.39
348.65
348.93
349.23
349.56

568.42
569.60
570.80
572.05
573.34
574.69
576.10

572.38
566.22
559.77
553.01
545.92
538.47
530.65

573.41
564.50
555.18
545.40
535.14
524.35
512.98

25038.97
25087.16
25138.92
25194.60
25254.60
25319.36
25389.40

142319.59
138395.29
134494.49
130618.95
126770.59
122951.54
119164.13

185570.04
181434.60
177341.09
173292.04
169290.25
165338.85
161441.35

Kr

e

d∗

ec∗

Qdr ∗

Qcr ∗

Qds ∗

Qcs ∗

πdr

πds



0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2

1.39
1.39
1.39
1.39
1.39
1.39
1.39

5.95
5.95
5.95
5.95
5.95
5.95
5.95

345.57
345.93
346.32
346.74
347.18
347.65
348.15

395.81
436.89
470.91
500.24
526.04
549.01
569.60

650.24
636.12
622.04
608.00
594.02
580.09
566.22

683.13
649.01
623.31
603.28
587.42
574.72
564.50

24535.64
24612.46
24695.42
24784.46
24879.50
24980.43
25087.16

158236.33
155226.90
152096.07
148845.61
145477.36
141993.26
138395.29

193195.89
190580.98
188296.43
186276.64
184479.33
182873.52
181434.60

Table 6: Sensitivity analysis of consumer switching rate of the retailer’s oﬄine channel Kr .

Table 7: Sensitivity analysis of consumer switching rate of the supplier’s online channel Ks .
Ks

ed∗

ec∗

Qdr ∗

Qcr ∗

Qds ∗

Qcs ∗

πdr

πds



0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1

1.39
1.39
1.39
1.39
1.39
1.39
1.39
1.39
1.39

5.95
5.95
5.95
5.95
5.95
5.95
5.95
5.95
5.95

363.93
361.98
359.89
357.66
355.34
352.95
350.54
348.15
345.82

756.61
698.17
659.84
631.78
610.31
593.51
580.21
569.60
561.09

567.67
565.53
563.96
563.02
562.76
563.20
564.35
566.22
568.75

309.94
375.17
421.59
458.98
490.70
518.34
542.75
564.50
583.98

28506.45
28080.44
27622.86
27138.89
26635.18
26119.56
25600.62
25087.16
24587.64

140093.56
139968.15
139800.62
139591.65
139343.12
139058.05
138740.49
138395.29
138027.76

197633.33
194155.49
191266.35
188776.66
186596.15
184669.91
182959.33
181434.60
180071.36
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Table 8: Sensitivity analysis of free riding β.

β

ed∗

ec∗

Qdr ∗

Qcr ∗

Qds ∗

Qcs ∗

πdr

πds



17.5
15
12.5
10
7.5
5
2.5

0.35
0.70
1.04
1.39
1.74
2.09
2.43

5.91
5.93
5.94
5.95
5.96
5.98
5.99

337.76
339.84
343.30
348.15
354.38
362.00
371.00

524.88
539.72
554.63
569.60
584.63
599.72
614.88

557.83
562.29
565.09
566.22
565.68
563.49
559.63

608.47
593.88
579.22
564.50
549.72
534.88
519.97

24260.30
24425.31
24700.72
25087.16
25585.48
26196.77
26922.39

134134.44
135807.62
137228.26
138395.29
139307.22
139962.15
140357.74

181212.17
181286.16
181360.30
181434.60
181509.05
181583.66
181658.42

Table 9: Coordination analysis.
πur
25982.23
27744.06
29711.44
31922.57
34425.73

Profit change rate %

u
0.65
0.7
0.75
0.8
0.85

40.00
35.00
30.00
25.00
20.00
15.00
10.00
5.00
0.00

πus
155452.37
153690.53
151723.15
149512.03
147008.86

0.62

0.65

0.7
0.75
Partial buyback rate

0.8


181434.60
181434.60
181434.60
181434.60
181434.60

0.85

Retailer′s profit change rate %
Supplier′s profit change rate %

Figure 3: Sensitivity of partial buyback contract.

online proﬁts under the decentralized and the centralized
decision-makings. Finally, this work proposes a partial
buyback contract to coordinate the two channels so as to
achieve the win-win status.
Furthermore, this study has the following conclusions
and the corresponding managerial implications:
(1) In the dual-channel supply chain involving free
riding and consumer switching behavior, the optimal
sales eﬀort level, optimal order quantity, and the
optimal oﬄine and online proﬁts under the centralized decision-making are more than those under
decentralized decision-making, except for the optimal inventory level. Hence, it is fundamental and
important to centralize the dual-channel supply
chain.
(2) The supplier’s wholesale price has negative impact on
the optimal sales eﬀort level, the optimal order
quantity, and the oﬄine proﬁt in the decentralized
system, only has positive impact on the online proﬁt
in the decentralized system, and raises the inventory
level. Hence, it is vital to keep an appropriate
wholesale price so as to stimulate the sales eﬀort level

and the oﬄine retailer’s order quantity and provide a
trade-oﬀ between the oﬄine and the online proﬁts.
(3) No matter whether in decentralized or centralized
supply chain, the oﬄine sales price is positively
related to the optimal sales eﬀort level, the optimal
order quantity, the oﬄine and the online proﬁts. It
can be seen that, the inﬂuence of oﬄine sales price
on online proﬁt under the decentralized decisionmaking is diﬀerent with the result in [35], which is
negatively related to the online proﬁt. This shows
that, with the higher sales price in oﬄine channel,
the risk of bankruptcy of the retailer will reduce,
and the impact of price on repayment for the
supplier is greater than that on sales loss. Therefore, it implies that the oﬄine retailer is recommended to keep a relatively high sales price if the
oﬄine demand is not signiﬁcantly aﬀected by the
price.
(4) The increase of supplier’s online sales price will
encourage the supplier to keep relatively high inventory level so as to achieve more online proﬁt but
has no signiﬁcant impact on the retailer’s oﬄine
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proﬁt, which is same as the result in [35]. And it also
has no signiﬁcant impact on the retailer’s sales eﬀort
level. Thus, it is reasonable to keep a relatively high
online sales price if the online demand is not signiﬁcantly aﬀected by the price.
(5) The increase of the oﬄine consumer switching rate
will lead to the decrease of the oﬄine order quantity
and the oﬄine expected proﬁt and raise the online
inventory level and the online expected proﬁt, which
is consist with the result in [35]. For another, the
increase of the online consumer switching rate will
raise the oﬄine order quantity and the oﬄine expected proﬁt but has no signiﬁcant impact on the
online inventory level and the online expected proﬁt.
(6) The increase of the free riding coeﬃcient of the
supplier, no matter whether in decentralized or
centralized systems, will reduce the oﬄine sales eﬀort
level, the oﬄine expected proﬁt, and the online
expected proﬁt and raise the inventory level. Hence,
it is critical to introduce some coordination mechanism to reduce the free riding behavior, so as to
achieve the win-win status.

(7) Partial buyback contract can coordinate the dualchannel supply chain members and help them to join
the cooperation and achieve the Pareto optimization.
The growth rate of each member’s proﬁt depends on
the partial buyback rate, which is usually determined
by their bargaining power and agreements.
In addition, there exist some limitation in this study. (1)
This work assumes that demand is mainly aﬀected by free
riding behavior and consumer switching behavior and is not
signiﬁcantly aﬀected by the price. (2) It also assumes that
both the online supplier and the oﬄine retailer are risk
neutral. Hence, the future research will investigate the
impact of diﬀerent risk preferences on the ﬁnancing decision
in dual-channel supply chain taking the price factor into
demand function.

Appendix
Proof . of Proposition 1. In order to determine the optimal
value of proﬁt with respect to Qdr and Qds , the following
Hessian matrix is obtained:

z2 πdr
z2 πdr
⎟
⎜
⎞
⎛
⎟
⎜
⎜
⎟
⎜
zQ2r zQr zQs ⎟
⎟
⎜
⎟
⎜
⎟
⎜
⎟
⎜
⎟
⎜
⎟
⎜
⎟
,
H �⎜
⎟
⎜
⎟
⎜
⎟
⎜
⎟
⎜
⎟
⎜
2
d
2
d
⎟
⎜
⎜
⎟
z πs ⎟
⎠
⎝ z πs
2
zQs zQr zQs
Qs − βe
z2 πdr
f Qr − (α − β)eg(y)dy
2 � − pr − v 
0
zQr

((Qr − (α− β)e)/Ks )+Qs − βe
− pr − v 
f Qr − (α − β)e − Ks y + βe − Qs g(y)dy
Qs − βe

Qs − βe

+[w(1 + I) − v] 
0

f(z − (α − β)e)

w(1 + I) − v
g(y)dy
pr − v

Qr − (α − β)e
+ Qs − βe
w(1 + I) − v
Ks
+[w(1 + I) − v] 
f z − (α − β)e − Ks y + βe − Qs 
g(y)dy,
pr − v
Qs − βe
(A.1)
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z2 πdr
zQr zQs

((Qr − (α− β)e)/Ks )+Qs − βe
� − pr − vKs 

f Qr − (α − β)e − Ks y + βe − Qs g(y)dy

Qs − βe

((Qr − (α− β)e)/Ks )+Qs − βe
+[w(1 + I) − v]Ks 
f z − (α − β)e − Ks y + βe − Qs g(y)dy,
Qs − βe

z2 πds
zQ2s

Qr − (α− β)e

� − ps − v

0

((Qs − βe)/Kr )+Qr − (α− β)e
g Qs − βef(x)dx + 
g Qs − βe − Kr x +(α − β)e − Qr f(x)dx
Qr − (α− β)e

z− (α− β)e

g Qs − βef(x)dx

+ pr − vKs 

0

((Qr − (α− β)e)/Ks )+Qs − βe
− pr − vK2s 
f z − (α − β)e − Ks y + βe − Qs g(y)dy,
Qs − βe

z2 πds
zQs zQr
− [w(1

((Qs − βe)/Kr )+Qr − (α− β)e
� − Kr p s − v  
g Qs − βe − Kr x +(α − β)e − Qr f(x)dx
Qr − (α− β)e

((Qr − (α− β)e)/Ks )+Qs − βe
+ I) − v]Ks 
f z − (α − β)e − Ks y + βe − Qs g(y)dy.
Qs − βe

(A.2)
It is obvious that (z2 πdr / zQ2r ) < 0, (z2 πds /
2
zQs ) < 0, (z2 πdr /zQr zQs ) < 0, (z2 πds /zQs zQr ) < 0.
In addition,

 2 d
 z π
z2 πdr 
r



 zQ2r zQr zQs 
 z2 πdr z2 πds

z2 πdr
z2 πds
 �
J � 
−
.

2
2
 zQr zQs zQr zQs zQs zQr

2 d 
 z2 πd
z πs 

s


 zQs zQr zQ2s 
(A.3)
It is found that, if (pr − v)Ks > w(1 + I) − v, then
|z2 πdr /zQ2r | > |z2 πdr /zQr zQs |, |z2 πds /zQ2s | > |z2 πds / zQs zQr |,
and|J| � (z2 πdr /zQ2r )(z2 πds /zQ2s ) − (z2 πdr /zQr zQs )(z2 πds /zQs
 d
 zF
 r
 ze

dQr (e)
1 
� − 
de
J  d
 zF
 s
 ze
 d
 zF
 r
 zQ

dQs (e)
1  r
� − 
de
J  d
 zF
 s
 zQ
r

zQr ) > 0. Thus, for any given sales eﬀort level ed , if
(pr − v)Ks > w(1 + I) − v, the supplier’s total expected proﬁt
πds and the retailer’s total expected proﬁt πdr are strictly
jointly concave in Qds and Qdr . Otherwise, πds and πdr are
jointly concave in Qds and Qdr if |J| � (z2 πdr /
zQ2r )(z2 πds /zQ2s ) − (z2 πdr /zQr zQs )(z2 πds /zQs zQr ) > 0
□
Proof . of Proposition 2. The optimal sales eﬀort level ed∗ can
be obtained by calculating the ﬁrst derivative of the retailer’s
expected proﬁt with respect to the sales eﬀort level and
making it equal to zero and combining with the implicit
function theorem.
Among them,


zFdr 

zQs 

1 z2 πdr z2 πds
z2 πdr z2 πds
 � − 
,
2 −

J zQr ze zQs zQr zQs zQs ze
d 
zFs 

zQs 

zFdr 

ze 

1 z2 πd z2 πds
z2 πdr z2 πds
 � −  2r
−
,

J zQr zQs ze zQr ze zQs zQr
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((Qr − (α− β)e)/Ks )+Qs − βe
z2 πdr
� pr − v(α − β) + Ks β 
f Qr − (α − β)e − Ks y + βe − Qs g(y)dy
zQr ze
Qs − βe
Qs − βe

+ pr − v(α − β) 

f Qr − (α − β)eg(y)dy

0

Qs − βe
ηe(1 + I)
[f(z − (α − β)e)]g(y)dy
− (α − β) 
pr − v
0
((Qr − (α− β)e)/Ks )+Qs − βe
ηe(1 + I)
− (α − β) − Ks β 
+[w(1 + I) − v]
f z − (α − β)e − Ks y + βe − Qs g(y)dy,
pr − v
Qs − βe

+[w(1 + I) − v]

Qr − (α− β)e
z2 πds
� ps − vβ 
g Qs − βef(x)dx + β + Kr (α − β)
zQs ze
0
((Qs − βe)/Kr )+Qr − (α− β)e
g Qs − βe − Kr x +(α − β)e − Qr f(x)dx
·
Qr − (α− β)e

z− (α− β)e

− β pr − vKs 

g Qs − βef(x)dx

0

((Qr − (α− β)e)/Ks )+Qs − βe
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− pr − vKs 
f z − (α − β)e − Ks y + βe − Qs g(y)dy,
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Qs − βe
(A.5)
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zQs
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f(x)g(y)dx dy
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Qs − βe

(A.6)

f(x)g(y)dx dy

z− (α− β)e



0

Qr − (α− β)e



0

Proof . of Proposition 3.
In order to determine the optimal value of the overall
proﬁt of the supply chain with respect to Qr and Qs , the
following Hessian matrix is obtained:

f(x)g(y)dx dy.
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Complexity
Furthermore,

Qs − βe
z2 
�
−
p
−
v
−
K
p
−
v




f Qr − (α − β)eg(y)dy
r
r
s
0
zQ2r

((Qr − (α− β)e)/Ks )+Qs − βe
− p r − v 
f Qr − (α − β)e − Ks y + βe − Qs g(y)dy
Qs − βe

((Qs − βe)/Kr )+Qr − (α− β)e
− K2r ps − v 
g Qs − βe − Kr x +(α − β)e − Qr f(x)dx,
Qr − (α− β)e

Qr − (α− β)e
z2 
g Qs − βef(x)dx
2 � − ps − v − Ks pr − v 
0
zQs

(A.8)
((Qs − βe)/Kr )+Qr − (α− β)e
− p s − v 
g Qs − βe − Kr x +(α − β)e − Qr f(x)dx
Qr − (α− β)e

((Qr − (α− β)e)/Ks )+Qs − βe
− ps − vK2s 
f Qr − (α − β)e − Ks y + βe − Qs g(y)dy,
Qs − βe

((Qs − βe)/Kr )+Qr − (α− β)e
z2 
z2 
�
� − Kr ps − v 
g Qs − βe − Kr x +(α − β)e − Qr f(x)dx
zQr zQs zQs zQr
Qr − (α− β)e
((Qr − (α− β)e)/Ks )+Qs − βe
− Ks pr − v 

Qs − βe

f Qr − (α − β)e − Ks y + βe − Qs g(y)dy.

In addition,
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 z2  z2 

z2  z2 
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−
 zQ2 zQ2 zQ zQ zQ zQ > 0.


r
s
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 z2 
z  




 zQs zQr zQ2s 
(A.9)
Because (pr − v) > Kr (ps − v) and (ps − v) > Ks (pr − v),
it is easy to prove that (z2  /zQ2r ) < 0, (z2  /
zQ2s ) < 0, (z2  /zQr zQs ) < 0, (z2  /zQs zQr ) < 0, and |J| �
(z2  /zQ2r )(z2  /zQ2s ) − (z2  /zQr zQs )(z2  /zQs
zQr ) > 0. Therefore, under the centralized scenario, the
overall expected proﬁt of centralized dual-channel supply
chain  is strictly jointly concave in Qcr and Qcs .
However, there is no more evidence to make sure that


 2
 z  z2  




2
 zQs zQs ze 



J � 
 > 0.



 2
2
 z  z  


 ze zQs ze2 

(A.10)

Thus,  is indeﬁnite with respect to Qcs and ec . Therefore,
□
 is not jointly concave in Qcr , Qcs , and ec .
Proof of Proposition 4. The optimal sales eﬀort level ec∗ can
be obtained by calculating the ﬁrst derivative of the retailer’s
expected proﬁt with respect to the sales eﬀort level and
making it equal to zero and combining with the implicit
function theorem.
□
Proof of Lemma 1

Complexity
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Qs − βe
z2 
� (α − β) pr − v 
f Qr − (α − β)eg(y)dy
zQr ze
0

((Qr − (α− β)e)/Ks )+Qs − βe
+ α − β + Ks β pr − v 
f Qr − (α − β)e − Ks y + βe − Qs g(y)dy
Qs − βe

Qs − βe

− (α − β)Kr ps − v 

f Qr − (α − β)eg(y)dy

0

((Qs − βe)/Kr )+Qr − (α− β)e
+ β + Kr (α − β)Kr ps − v 
g Qs − βe − Kr x +(α − β)e − Qr f(x)dx,
Qr − (α− β)e

(A.11)
2
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� β p s − v 
zQs ze
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g Qs − βef(x)dx
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0
0
Qs − βe
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Qr − (α− β)e

f(x)g(y)dx dy


0

0

((Qr − (α− β)e)/Ks )+Qs − βe Qr − (α− β)e− Ks (y+βe− Qs )
+ pr − v(α − β) + Ks β 
f(x)g(y)dx dy

Qs − βe

0
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Hence,
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(A.12)

2

dQs (e)
1 z  z 
z  z 
�−  2
−
 � β > 0.
J zQ zQs ze zQr ze zQs zQr
de
r
(A.13)

□

0

g(y)f(x)dy dx.

chain is a strict concave function of the retailer’s sales
eﬀort level ec .
□
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